
Part 3 Compassionate Mindfulness for Mental Health Wellness 
Welcome and thankyou for joining this quiet and sacred time to relax and just breathe!


Join me breathing the conscious breath. Allowing yourself to come to rest for a while. As you 
breathe you can also listen to my voice as I talk a little about the last 2 parts of this 
compassionate mindfulness for mental health wellness.


Recapturing what we talked about in the previous live chats. 
It all began a long time ago, beginning of time when we became greedy and wanted to keep our 
power, so we began dominating each other, controlling each other, punishing each other. It went 
on for a long time until even today and we wonder in this limited and controlling society, we 
wonder why, I think 90 % of the population, we suffer from mental and physical chronic illness.


We have been imprisoned in this limitation, all built on fear and lack, lies, untruth. Of course when 
we came here originally to experience Human life, we gave permission to ourselves to forget who 
we were in order for us to experience Human life in all its goodness and badness, in duality. But 
we are becoming of more aware, more conscious now that it’s time to stop playing this game. 


There is no need to suffer. It is time to listen to that feeling, that knowingness within that you know 
there is something more than this mind and body that we have focused on for far too long and 
has created this identity, this false identity of this is who you are, the body and mind, the identity. 
We’ve been kept busy and we’ve been taught to go out there in search of relationships, teachers, 
guidance, answers, love. 


So we have kept ourselves distracted and busy by going out there to search for happiness 
because you can imagine, we don’t find happiness if we’re only continuously out there, with 
others and we’ve forgotten ourselves. We have forgotten that we too are spirit, consciousness or 
love. We have forgotten that our true state of being is love, joy, peace.


So… when we feel this knowingness within, this stir that urges us to come inside, to come back 
to ourselves, it is good that you quieten yourself and be the awakened one. Be the observer to 
see how you come back into wellness. How you can come back into richness and magnificence. 
And it’s not what you think. So later in our inner journey we will feel this, for you to experience 
this. 


I just wanted to chat a little about how we came to this point in society, with such an epidemic of 
mental and physical chronic illness AND there is a way out and it’s not about fixing the body and 
mind. It’s quite alright. We can’t fight, it’s a matter of shifting our perspective. 


Being Aware of YOUR Conscious Breath 
During the conscious breathing now, just breathing in this quiet space, just allowing yourself to 
relax and be aware of how you do feel relaxed when you’re here, how you feel the energy that 
flows within you when you’re relaxed. That energy within, consciousness moving as you breathe. 
Working for you, breathing out all the tensions and breathing in the oxygen that nourishes your 
physical body and mind AND breathing in crystalline atoms. You see them on the sea during the 
sunlight, the sparkles, they are always in the air and in the earth, within you and without you. We 
breathe them in like oxygen, this is the light nourishment for your spirit, your divine self. 


So just allow yourself to be aware of these atoms of oxygen and crystalline energy, they are 
actually bumping up against each cell you have, nourishing you. As they touch you can imagine 
this beautiful dance of love keeping ourselves well. Allowing ourselves to open up to this love, to 
the light, to the oxygen, feeling renewed, revitalised. AND it all happens quite naturally, there is 
actually nothing for us to do, we can trust our body to receive the breath, to receive life. AND with 
this awareness now, in this quiet moment, we can allow ourselves to focus on the body and the 
mind. Not all at the same time, but you can be aware of all the thoughts, the good and bad. They 
are all there. Yes, release that tension when you feel the tension. 


Just observing your thoughts, emotions and circumstance, pains in your body. Just observe 
without any judgement. Just breathing. Try and focus on your tummy, feel that pushing out. When 



we feel the tummy pushing out, we can feel ourselves relax, like pushing your shoulders down 
too. Feel yourself relax. Observing, accepting it all, allowing it all, allowing everything to be there.

Giving permission. So you can imagine the centre of your being, your tummy for instance, like a 
star pulsating as you breathe. As you breathe in your aliveness. As you are aware of being body, 
mind and spirit. Spirit is this awareness, this consciousness that you are and observing 
everything. You are not your body and mind, yet again you’re not separate. You are everything.

So you can imagine body, mind & spirit as energy, dancing strands, like a maypole intertwining 
with each other being one. All working together, allowing each other, allowing your thoughts, 
emotions and circumstances to be.


Where is Spirit 
So maybe we think the mind is just up here in the brain, but really it is in every cell in your whole 
body. And spirit, where is spirit, where do we go, how do we do that. The Human wants to know 
everything preciously, step by step, a location found. But actually there is no ONE location for 
spirit or consciousness. It is everywhere and nowhere, it is the space in-between everything and 
in everything too. It is in the science, the emptiness, the fullness of life, in you, the trees and the 
birds and your best friend, your apartment, your parents, siblings, friend. We are all separate for 
this Human experience, yet consciousness runs and flows through us all. Each having our own 
sovereign space, everything flowing through this vessel is yours to claim, yours to honour. 


The mind won’t understand any of this, especially if you have thoughts chattering and emotions 
that want to be heard and circumstances that are so frightening. Bare with me, bare with yourself. 


Just feeling your breath moving through you, feeling what it feels like to accept everything, to put 
down your sword, the end of fighting. With practice, you will see, your mind will quieten down. 
When there is no conflict, when there is no return chatter, what can the mind do but eventually 
succumb to the quietness and it will integrate with body and spirit. But first YOU have to choose 
to love yourself so much, to allow yourself to come back to wellness, and as I said before, it’s not 
going to be something out there, a fix. You’re going to do it in here, by expanding your 
perspective. 


That’s why I call it compassionate mindfulness or psychology. The study of YOU , your behaviour, 
but if love is not there, if those big compassionate eyes are not looking at yourself, accepting you 
without judgement, without doubt, trusting yourself, there is no return to wellness because the 
Human body is on a path way for destruction, one by one. 


Out there the doctors and the scientists have read from textbooks, how it should be, and this is 
how we follow and of course there is big money in it too. Everybody has forgotten the main 
ingredient of love, consciousness in everything AND that is YOU. Only then is it possible to get 
well. 


Just coming back to the core of you, observing, accepting… even if it’s a little tiny bit you sense a 
quietening of your thoughts. Feeling the energy within you, vibrant energy that love that is always  
pulsating, always there, when you’re not distracted, when you’re paying attention to your body & 
mind. 


The Point of Coming Back to YOU 
So the whole point is to get unstuck from being in the mind or body, to allow yourself to be the 
oneness you are, part of the mind, body and spirit. Allowing yourself to come from that small 
limited thinking, the beingness, the miserable feeling you have, lack of freedom, the fear, feeling all 
this, the pain in body. The worry of how to survive in this environment of greed and control. It is 
not possible to survive. 


So what do we do but allow ourselves to expand, to become bigger and bigger. Out of the mind 
out of the body and into the spirit or oneness. Allow ourselves to fall into the depths of ourself. 
You can imagine many different ways, there is no way, only your way. So how do you feel that you 
can just fall into yourself. How do you imagine it. You can imagine yourself falling backwards into 
your divine arms, like the mother figure, catching you, loving you. You can imagine yourself falling 
into this space of nothingness, this ocean of love, floating, supporting you. This holding space 



and feel how this feels. Feeling supported, safe and loved. AND how’s that possible because 
there is only you here! 


So really, you don’t need anyone outside of yourself. We can support and love ourselves. Become 
our own best friend. Just allow your heart, your consciousness to feel into the truth. 

If your thoughts are really in your face and you can’t concentrate. I heard a funny story once, you 
can pretend to give some biscuits to your thoughts… asking your thoughts to sit in the corner and 
enjoy these biscuits so that you can give this quiet time to yourself. The same goes for your 
emotions, allow them to join your thoughts and indulge in these biscuits. Allowing you to feel how 
it feels to relax in the depths of you, no longer being stuck somewhere.


Everything begins with imagination. Imagination, ideas, thoughts, words and deeds, we have 
created this world based on imagination. But don’t you, like I, imagine a world of peace, of love, 
of joy. It is my intention, and I’m sure yours too to have loving friends and family around you. But 
before that can happen, you need to be love incarnate yourself. You need to care for yourself, you 
need to get well and the only way is quite simple use the conscious breathe and dive deep inside 
and feel and accept.


Ho-onopono 
A little story that came up this morning to tell you that helped me a lot during my years journeying 
into wellness. A Hawaiian doctor, probably a psychologist was sent to a mental institution for the 
criminal insane. He sat in his office for 6 months, he didn’t really know what to do but what he did, 
he didn’t see anyone, he didn’t meet anyone, he read their files so he would know them all. 
Oneday he had this feeling to say four sentences… I love you… IAM sorry… Please forgive me… 
Thankyou… He repeated these words, these sentences, in this order for about 6 months, not 
seeing the patients and he said them to himself as he felt he was cleaning himself. Cleaning 
himself from all his own fears, worries, concerns. 


He was saying that he loved all life and all of himself, body, mind and spirit. He was saying IAM 
sorry to all parts of himself that he had neglected, all parts of life that he had done wrong… we’re 
all done our fair share of wrong things. He was truly being responsible for all his thoughts, words 
and deeds, to himself and to other people. He said he was sorry followed by please forgive me. 
So again he was asking all of himself within and everyone out there for forgiveness. AND the 
fourth sentence was Thank You. Being grateful for everything that he is and he has. So when you 
are not in a very good position. Say these four sentences. I love you… IAM sorry… Please forgive 
me… Thankyou. Feel all these words truly. All through your body and mean them. Accepting 
yourself also comes with forgiveness, forgiving all your thoughts and emotions. Everything is ok, 
there is nothing wrong. Be grateful for this now moment, that you are alive, for being on this road 
to wellness. 


The more you repeat this, you’re cleaning up everything. A little later in our inner journey I´ll show 
you how you can do this, in your bed at night, in the morning, having a little snooze in the 
afternoon. We have to take care of ourself, keep resting, cause no-one else will. It’s up to us.


An Inner Journey into YOU 
For a moment lets close our eyes, imagining we are in this safe space, floating in our own 
consciousness, in a pool of love. The holding space, a place that is secure, safe loving you. That 
allows you to observe everything, a place for everything to be revealed to you. You can imagine 
that you are the phycologist and the clients are all your fears and beliefs coming back. One by 
one examine yourself, get to know yourself. Allow for truths to become known. Remember no 
fighting, no conflict, only acceptance. 


When you are looking at a fear in particular, now breathing, being in this space ask for a fear to 
show itself, allow it to be there, allow it to grow as big as it wants to, its ok you’re in a safe space. 
Ask it to explain why it is fearful, what is underneath the fear. What is it you’re afraid of and allow 
yourself to understand. The truth of the untruth as all fear is based on lies we’ve been told, that 
we are unworthy, that we are unloveable, that we will grow up poor and lonely. That we are 
nothing and we have to prove ourself. 


Yet I’m telling you, you were born magnificent and all powerful, the power of love. 




So allow yourself to face your fear,To look at it in the eyes, to look at it with big compassionate 
eyes. To look at the fear, to hear it, to understand what untruths you have believed to make you so 
fearful. Allow love to melt away the fear. You’ll see if you allow this to happen, this is all that it 
takes. 


Remember there are a lot of fears and lots of beliefs, so one by one. It is a little work you have to 
do. I’ve done it for many years. But actually once you’ve done the main ones, 1-2-3-4 you’ll see 
that everything is connected and you’ll just realise… and they all go.


So in this space, floating around , relaxed, looking at this fear, you can repeat these 4 sentences 
to the fear. I love you fear… IAM sorry, I believed in you… Please forgive me… Thankyou for 
everything I’m doing now, being, allowing myself to get well…  


I love… IAM sorry… Please forgive me… Thankyou.


Breathing, keep coming back to your breath, breathing. Notice in this holding space, relaxed in 
the company of you, this silence, this emptiness, feeling loved. Feel how you could never feel 
lonely, this feeling is about being together with all of yourself and you just know you’re connected 
to everything out there, with nature. So how could you ever be lonely. This is another untruth. 


So just breathing into you, loving yourself, loving your fears and beliefs, for they have all brought 
you to this moment. Just because you’re here, you can be aware of everything outside of you too. 

That more that you are, you are multi-dimensional, you can be in all places at the same time. So 
be aware of within and without. Be aware of your thoughts, emotions and circumstances. Are they 
still enjoying those cookies in the corner? They are so grateful too. 


So even though this emptiness, this silence, is not everything… it’s not wellness. It is a holding 
place for you to study yourself, a safe space. Learning to feel. It is feeling that will eventually 
overtake your thinking. We will make thinking obsolete. So consciousness, spirit that you are, your 
divine self, your true state of being that you were born into this body/mind is whole, is well, is 
magnificent, is all powerful, is intelligence itself. It has all knowingness so there is nothing to learn 
either. They make us read out of text books, we know it all, in each moment we can know it. It will 
take a little while to believe it because we have been so conditioned. 


Its nice here isn’t it. So stay here as long as you want, getting to know you. Remember there is 
nothing to fear, fear is energy and love will dissolve or melt it away, once it’s understand. Fear is 
there for you to understand something. Understand an untruth that your whole life has been built 
on. We’re all had the same indoctrination, we’re all very similar. Mine was unworthiness, I feared 
failure and being unworthy. I worked through them just by looking at myself and allowed love to 
dissolve them.  One by one. 


Saying that, come back with a deep breath, feel your body, your mind and spirit now. Allow 
yourself throughout the day to be conscious of three, all intertwining, getting to know each other. 
They have always been together but we’ve forgotten, we didn’t realise it and now we are getting 
used to it again, how it feels like, being together, being one, being there for ourself, knowing all 
the answers. We know our answers, we know how we feel best. So feel your feet on the ground, 
just to ground or anchor yourself. Feel the love from mother earth that protects you and supports 
you. Feel the air you breathe that supports you too and know that all is well, everything will pass. 
AND you have to do the work, I did the work. Nobody is going to do this for us. They can tell us 
stories or give us medication but it doesn’t help in the long run.


I must say this… If you’re on medication, you must see your doctor and talk about it, what you’re 
doing and how you’re feeling and if it possible to reduce them. Of course everything is possible 
but do it together with a professional. 


I’d like to end by saying I love you, you are magnificent. Next week we’ll come back to this safe 
and sacred space within and bring some more light into the darkness. Allowing ourselves to 
glimpse more of who we truly are and get really excited that we are getting well.


Thankyou and until next week, adios. ©Barbara Franken


